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Interact Programme
What is capitalisation in your programmes?

Capitalisation, do we all have the same understanding?

- **Gather knowledge/results**: 35%
- **Improve results and performance**: 14%
- **Re-use of knowledge/results**: 19%
- **Dissemination**: 32%
Potential definition...

1. Capitalisation (of results) looks into specific results in thematic fields in order to obtain additional improved results, to boost performance, delivery and to multiply the effects of achievements delivered.

2. Capitalisation is about gathering, organising and building upon existing programme and projects results, within specific fields.

3. Capitalisation could concern data about the implementation of programmes, projects, impacts and methods used in order to make this knowledge generated by Interreg (capital) more accessible and usable for other programmes, projects or stakeholder groups.

= Knowledge Management
Cooperation works

All materials available on:
www.interact-eu.net
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